
Tournoi d’orthographe - French Spelling Bee Rules 
Modern Languages Day - MWSU 

All the words used in the contest are included in the Le Petit Robert dictionary. 

I. Rules of the contest

a. Each contestant may ask the pronouncer to repeat each word once, to give its definition or to
use it in a sentence.
b. Each contestant may write the word in a blackboard if he or she wants to. This would be done
with the only purpose to allow the contestant to see the word before spelling it orally. Spectators
and officials will not be allowed to see the word.
c. Having started to spell a word, the speller may stop and start over, retracing the spelling from
the beginning, but in retracing they cannot change the letters or their sequence from those first
pronounced. If letters or their sequence is changed in the respelling, the speller will be
eliminated.
d. The spelling must include accents. The contestant does not have to pronounce the word
before or after spelling it.
e. Questions or objections about a particular spelling must be communicated to the officials,
whose decisions are final. No complaint will be accepted once the next speller has received the
word she or he has to spell.
f. If a word is an infinitive, it will be specified to avoid confusion with a past participle.
g. If a word is an adjective ending in «é», the masculine singular form is used.
h. When spelling, the contestant must use the following guidelines:

é: «e» accent aigu ç: «c» cédille 

è: «e» accent grave œ: «e» dans l’ «o» 

ê: «e» accent circonflexe æ: «e» dans l’ «a» 

ë: «e» tréma  ff: deux  «f» (same process with all double letters) 

â: «a» accent circonflexe  y: i grec 

à: «a» accent grave -: trait d’union 

î: «i» accent circonflexe ‘: apostrophe 

ï: «i» tréma 

ô: «o» accent circonflexe 

û: «u» accent circonflexe 

ù: «u» accent grave  

ü: «u» tréma  




